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Sexual Ambiguity in Greek MusicMiting Durlng the
Ottoman Perlofl:TheCase of Chrysanflıosol
Madyta (1832)

John Plemmenos

Sexual ambiguity was, and stili is, a hot issue in Greek and Turkish society, though
not so among artistic circles of both countries. In the Ottoman period, duringwhich
Greek and Turkish peoples lived together for some centuties, this issue was definitely
a taboo, thus it was better expressed in art, and albeit in a concealed form to be de-
codif îed by the modern researcher ( the DaVinci Code has opened the way towards
this!). This codifİcation was not limited to the Oriental societies, but is to be found
in contemporary western art too, particularly in painting, which, as we shall see,
contains some musical scenes of sexual ambivalence. This issue was sometimes
exaggerated by western travellers and writers,who give us a picture of the Ottoman
peoples as lustful and extremely immoral1. Sexual ambiguity is also hinted in the
image of the eunuch, that goes back to Byzandne times, where by the 12* century
the entire choir of St Sophia was reported to consist entirely of eunuchs2! Further-
more, sexual ambiguity points to homosexuality, which was not tolerated by the of-
ficial religion ( both the Koran and the Gospel), but seems to have existed among
Greek and Turkish peoples3.

Of the Ottoman peoples, Greeks in particular were prone to sexual ambiguity,
at least theoretically, for historical reasons. Ancient Greek mythology and history is
full of examples of hermaphrodite, homosexual, and bisexual gods and heroes,who
are often depicted on Greek vases, statues, and other works of art. Although arc-
haeology had not then been established as a university subject, remnants of Greek
works of art were seen everywhere in Greece proper as well as in Asia Minör, par-
ticularly in the coasts from İstanbul down to Efes. In the Ottoman period, no Greek
artist dared to use such scenes on any work of art ( plate painting, engraving, ete.),
for the Greek milet was directly controlled by the Church ( the Greek Patriarchate
of İstanbul), to which homosexuality and other related activities was considered
one of the deadly sins4. Ironically, homosexuality is reported to have been practised
in Greek private life, particularly in monasteries and other centres of communal
life. Therefore, today one is only limited to written documents to track down pas-
sages that point to sexual ambiguity.

One of the Greek authors that seem to have used a codified language was
Chrysanthos of Madyta, a music teacher and writer, later Metropolitan Bishop of
Brussa (c.1770-1840).Although little is known of his private life, he was never mar-
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ried (according to Greek practice for bishops) and was surrounded by many young
men in his school of music which he founded in 18145. To be fair, Chrysanthos
was the inventor of the reformed Byzantine notation, an evoludon of the Medieval
Greek musical notation, that is stili used in Greek Orthodox Church, hence his ap-
peal to the young generation of musicians. His majör theoretical work is the Grand
Treatise of Music, written by 1820, but published more than a decade later (1832),
where images of sexual ambivalence can be tracked down6.As a Greek, Chrysanthos
relied on ancient Greek harmonic writers, particularly Aristides Quintilianus ( lst
century A.D.), who makes an extensive use of the three sexes, male, female and a
third one called intermediate, in order to descti.be various musical terms. Chrysant-
hos extends this correspondence to include various types of composers, listeners,
and instruments, which are invested a certain sexual identity.

Genus and gender
The only explicit reference of Chrysanthos to gender is made in his account of

rhythm in his Grand Treatise, where he notes that “some of the ancients described
rhythm as male, and melody as female, on the ground that melody is inactive and
formless, playing the part of matter because of its capacity for opposite qualifica-
tions, while rhythm moulds it and moves it in a definite order, playing the part of
the maker in relation to the things made” (1832: 64)7. This passage is taken verbatim
from Quintilianus’ DeMusica (Book1, chapter 19), and echoes Aristotle, who in his
ProblemStates that “melody is in its own nature soft and stili, becoming rough and
stimulating only through mixture with rhythm” ( Mathiesen 1983: 49)8. Yet, what
Chrysanthos omits is Quintilianus’ reference to the intermediate stage between me-

lody and rhythm, which he calls ‘rhythmic melody’, sharing the character of both.
Commentators point out that “while rhythm has a male character in relation to the
female melody, nevertheless some kinds of rhythm and of melody are more male
or more female than others. In each case there are extremes and a graded series of
intermediates” (Barker 1989: 478). Chrysanthos’ luck of reference to the interme-
diate stage can be explained by his position as a high officer of the Greek Patriarc-
hate as well as by the prohibition by the official church of any reference to a ‘third
sex’.

Chrysanthos’ time saw the revival of a fundamentalist movement in Greek
Church, in the context of which ancient Greek writers were excluded from Greek
education as pagans and immoral. The most extreme casewas Athanasius of Paros,
a monk on Mount Athos, who, in his Reaction to the foolish %eal of thephilosophers coming
fromEurope, published under the pseudonym of Nathanael of Neoceasarea, accuses
Plato as paedophile, and Socrates as indulging in an affair with the handsome Alci-
biades (1802: 15)9. In the same spirit, the main collection of Greek canon law pub-
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lished in 1800, contains a chapter (Canon IIVof Basil the Great) according to which
homosexuals are canonised between 15 and 18 years to abstain from the HolyCom-
munion, were equaHed with the murderers and the magicians, and were forbidden
from becoming priests ( Nikodemus 1970: 593-4)10. Yet, Chrysanthos, in his account
of ancient Greek writers of music, praises Plato and Socrates as Cmusical philosop-
hers’without mentioning their sexual activities (1832: xxxm-xxıv). Furthermore, he
refers with admiration to the poet Ibycus (6th century B.C.), inventor of the musical
instrument sambjke,who happened to be ‘fond of young people’and was ultimately
killed by gangsters (1832: xv)10.

Yet, what Chrysanthos could not express straight up, he managed to so do so
by using other passages from ancients Greek authors that use the image of gender.
The character ( ethos) of the melodic compositions by Cleonides offers Chrysanthos
the means to apply this image to the music of his time11 Thus, in his chapter on
composition, he introduces Cleonides’ division of the melodic compositions into
exalting, depressing, and calming.The exalting character (diastaltikon) is that “through
which there are signified magnificence and a manly elevation of soul, and heroic
deeds, and emotions proper to these. They are used especially by tragedy and by
such other things as are bound up with the character of this ethos” (1832: 176).
The depressing character ( systaltikori) is that “through which the soul is drawn to-
gether into dejection and an unmanly condition. Such a condition accords with the
emotions of love, and with dirges and laments and the like” (1832:176-7). Calming
{hesychastikon) character is that “upon which follows calmness of soul and a free and
peaceful condition. In accord with it are hymns, paeans, encomia, didactic works12,
and things like that” (1832: 177).

It is evident that the ‘manly elevation of soul’ in the exalting character corres-
ponds to the male element, the ‘unmanly condition’ in the depressing character to
the female, and the ‘peaceful condition’in the calming character to the intermediate
sex. This is corroborated by their accompanying activities, namely the heroic deeds
( for.the exalting character), the laments ( for the depressing character), and hymns
( for the calming character), respectively. The characters of melodic compositions
can be further highlighted by their projection on the three melodic genera, which
Chrysanthos has adopted, the diatonic, the chromatic, and the Enharmonic. Accor-
ding to Quintilianus, the diatonic genus is ‘of male aspect, and rather severe in cha-
racter’, the chromatic genus is ‘very sweet and mournfuT, and the Enharmonic one
is ‘both stimulating and temperate’ (Book 2, chapter 19).

The same categorisation of the three characters is employed by Chrysanthos in
his chapter on rhythm, where he borrows from Quintilianus’ account of the cha-
racters of the melodic compositions (Book1, chapter 12). Chrysanthos divides the
rhythmic styles ( tropoî) into depressing, ‘through which we arouse mournful emoti-
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ons’, exalting, 'through which we lift up the spirit’, and calming, ‘through which we
bring the soul round to peacefulness’ (1832: 84). In order to stick to the same no-
menclature of the compositional characters, he even alters Quintdlianus’appellation
of the third category from intermediate ( mesori) to calming ( hysechastikon). Yet, the
same nomenclature is found in QuintUianus’ chapter on rhythm, where he briefly
notes that “as with melody, the styles of rhythmic composition fail into three genera,
exalting, depressing and peaceful: and we divide each of them into species in the
same way as those mentioned under the heading of melodic composition” (Book
1, chapter 19)13.

In the same chapter, Chrysanthos attempts to show the technical characteristics
of each one of the three characters, by paraphrasing Quintilianus’ account on
rhythm (Book 2, chapter 15). Thus, he States that “of the simple rhythms, those
beginning from the thesis are calming in style, while those beginning from the arsis
have an exalting style, because the former give an initial calm to the mind, and the
latter restlessness and agitation” (ibid). Therefore, he concludes that the calming
style is cmore elegant’, when it occurs in equal ratio, while the exalting style looks
£more enthusiastic*, when it is made of hemiolic ratio (ibid). Furthermore, he calls
the rhythms in slow tempo 'calming’, while those in fast tempo ‘swift and hot\ The
depressing rhythms are the compound ones, because they are “emotional, and bring
the soul confusion and disturbance, since the rhythms from which they are consti-
tuted are unequal. The most emotional are those that consist of more than two
rhythms from various genera, since the compound rhythms that remain within a
single genus are less disturbing to the soul, while those that modulate to others pull
the soul violently in opposite directions, forcing it through their multiplicity to follow
and assimilate itself to every variation” (1832: 85-6).

Listeners and composers !

The same character categorisation seems to lie behind the three types of liste-
ners, which are exposed in the chapter ‘Behaviour of Music Listeners’ of his Grand
Treatise.According to Chrysanthos, listeners are classified into‘naive’, 'music lovers’,
and ‘sensible’, and should be offered compositions to süit their character. To the
first type belong those “who either by nature or deficient practice and knowledge
of music [...] are barely moved by complex melodies; instead they are content with
simple rhythms and syllable metres, and with well-discernible sounds in the Diatonic
genus.This type represents theHoiPolloi, and in particular sailors and handicrafts-
men” (1832: 197). This type of listener seems to belong to the exalting character,
and thus to the male element, both for their association with the ‘masculine’ Dia-
tonic genus, and for their professions ( sailors, handicraftsmen).Therefore, their fa-
vourite compositions should accord with their character, and include “short
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rhythmic patterns, bars of two, three or four beats, and lively, agreeable and anima-
ting melodies”, notes “of the high rather than the low range”, and “noisy and sharp
Instruments rather than refıned and grave ones” (1832: 197-8).

The second type of listener includes the “experts and music lovers who are not
excited by an easy-going and common melody; but when they hear a new melody
that had not previously come to their attention, they are devoted passionately to it,
and are captured by it more than Odysseus whilst sailing round the Sirens [...] They
feel an overwhelming pleasure when those melodies are executed by a bright and
flexible voice, accompanied by a seven-stringed lyre, a three-stringed lute, a flüte,
and a drum” (1832: 198)14. It is evident that this type of listener shows aspects of
the depreşsing character associated with the female element, as is evident from their
passionate behaviour, their inclination to pleasure, as well as the Teminine’ Chro-
matic genus with which they are content, as is shown in the rest of the passage: “To
this şort of listeners, the musician must offer long and sophisticated compositions,
by using the Chromatic genus [...] from the notes, those of the low rather than
high range; and of the modes, those that the meaning of the words requires and
the occasion dictates; very lengthy and complicated rhythmic units; and instruments,
from those that can change from pitch to pitch mildly and smoothly, without dis-
turbing the ear” (1832: 199).

The third type of listeners includes “those who at one point fancy a certain
mode, and give preference to it above ali; in a like manner, they favour only one ins-
trument, and yearn to listen exclusively to it. This results from prejudice, education,
and force of habit; yet these people do not have the same taste throughout their
lives, because age and daily events can alter their taste from time to time” (ibid.)
This type includes the elderly people as is evident from a footnote taken from Quin-
tilianus (Book 2, chapter 5), where it is stressed that “the susceptibility of souls to
different types of melody varies also with their sex and age: the souls of children
are led to sing by pleasure, those of women, for the most part, by grief, and those
of old men by divine possession” (ibid).The elderly people, due to age, can be pro-
perly associated with the calming character of compositions, and are expected to
get relevant works, which, however, are not named by the Greek writer (1832: 200).
When he was writing this passage, Chrysanthos was already in his 50s, an elderly
man for the standards of his time.

Next to listeners, Chrysanthos offers a similar typology for composers. In the
chapter ‘Current Way of Composing’ of his treatise, he classifies the composers
into three categories, Cempiricists’, ‘artists’, and £scientists’, the latter of which is only
considered capable of reaching the listener.The empiticist composer is stripped of
any technical knowledge, such as use of notation, but can compose based on his
experience. The artist composer employs notation while relying on his senses, and
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after a long training he is able to write down skilfully whatever melody he hears or
conceives. The scientist composer uses notation while relying on his mind, and has
a broader view of the applications of music:after a long training, he is able to create

compositions that can stir the souls of his listeners towards any direction he wants.
Obviously the empiricist, artist and scientist composers correspond to the naıve,
music lover and aged listener, respectively. This threefold distinction echoes a re-
cendy discovered mid-3rd century B.C. fragment of the so-called Hibeh Papyrus
that includes three types of musicians: the practical music-makers, the experts in
theoretical matters, and the experts in the Science of Harmonics ( Barker 1989: 225).

Aside from particular quotations, Chrysanthos’ reference to Quintilianus has a

great significance, for the ancient author is the ftrst to make an extensive use of the
sexual symbolism of music, and, above ali, to stress the ‘grey sides’ between male
and female. For instance, while talking of the soul clothed in the human shape, he
notes that the soul “is attracted either to the male or to the female, sometimes to
one or the other unmixed, sometimes to a body with a strange, truly peculiar mixture
of the two [...] Thus it is that upon males there is sometimes superimposed a female
form, which can be seen to make their way of life female too; and a male form may
be imposed upon women, an indication that their character is also male. Men may
be beardless and women grow beards: some men have a languishing look and some
women an aspect of ferocity” ( Book 2, chapter 8).
In the musical sphere Quintilianus refers among other things to notes (phthongoi),
which he classifies into three types: those that are ‘hard and male’, those that are
crelaxed and female’, and others that “lie between them, and are mixture of both,
but belong to a greater or lesser degree to one class or the other” (Book 2, chapter
12). Chrysanthos seems to have introduced this notion to his work, though impli-
cidy, by referring to three sorts of notes, the low ( >hypatoid), the high ( netoid) and the
intermediate ( mesoid) ones, according to ancient Greek terminology (1832: 49)15.

Instruments and sex
The issue of instruments and their sexiıal identity is one that is used by Chrysant-

hos in a more concealed way than the previous ones, for here things are more con-
nected to every-day practice. In the chapter ‘On Musical Instruments’of his treatise,
Chrysanthos refers to the three main types of instruments, namely the wind, the
stringed and the percussion ones, each of which he discusses separately and exten-
sively. Of these types, he opts for the former two as more appropriate to teaching,
the preference given to the stringed ones.,Chrysanthos names three particular ins-
truments as appropriate to teaching: the lute, the flüte and the lyre (violin). The lute,
which he calls with its ancient name pandoura ( the Turkish tambur),was made of a
long neck with three (double) strings and a round sound-box. This type of lute is
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said to be the most helpful to pupils, since it offers a visual perception of any şort
of intervals ( such as semitones and demi-semitones) on its arm by the aid of mo-
veable frets (1832: 195). Chrysanthos refers elsewhere to this type of lute, while tal-
king of the intervals (1832: 20).

From the ancient times, the lute was mainly associated with women both in the-
ory and practice. Chrysanthos must have been aware of Quintilianus’ statement that
the lute corresponds to the female, “since it lacks nobility and incites people to aban-
donment because of its very high pitch, caused by the shortness of its strings”
(Book 2, chapter 16)16. By describing the lute as appropriate to teaching, Chrysanthos
may have been influenced by Nicomachus ( 2nd century A.D.), who maintains that
the ancient pandoura was not usually an instrument of music so much as a device
for use, in scientific harmonics17. Besides, its association with Oriental peoples, such
dıe Assyrians and the Lydians, from the ancient times gave it a hedonistic identity,
wlıich may explain its feminine character. In vase painting too, pandoura is usually
played by women, particularly Muses, such as a 4th century B.C. marble relief from
Mantineia, now held in Athens (216), showing a Muse playing lute (Pic. I)18.

Ali ancient writers seem to agree as to its Asiatic origin,
some maintaining that it came to Greece as a result of Ale-
xander’s conquest, others insisting that it was brought from
Egypt ( particularly Alexandria), where lutes had long been
in use. Surviving figurines from the late-4th century show
standing women playing the lute in various forms. The
name pandoura eventually became the Latin pandura, from
which modern words such as pandurria and mandolin are
derived, and the Oriental tambur (Maaş & Snyder 1989:
185-6).

Apart from ancient Greece, Chrysanthos’ time held
stringed instruments, including the lute, to be more app-
ropriate for women, at least in the West. The EnglishJohn

Essex in his Young Ladies Conduct makes cleaı* that “the Harpsichord, Spinet, Lute
and Base Violin, are instruments most
agreeable to the Ladies” (1722: 84-5). A
typical painting from the second half §jjj|gw

^J§ JjjMt - i
of the 17th century by Peter Lely ( c.
1660), now held in Tate Gallery, Lon- j
don, shows two ladies of the Lake fa- j
mily, one of which is playing the lute i
( Pic. 2)19. This is not to say that males \
did not play lutes at ali, but very few of j
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them admitted it publically, and less would sit for painting. Male sitters rarely posed
holding musical instruments, unless they weı*e professional musicians, by which
means their profession was often signalled. Such is the case of Chrysanthos’ con-

temporary, Gregorios Levites, fırst cantoı* of the Greek Patriarchate of İstanbul,
who is said to play the tambur by his biographers (Papadopoulos 1890: 250).

In the Oriental woı*ld too, most pa-
intings with musical scenes show lutes
played by women, usually slaves but
also ladies. A case in point isJean-Eti-
enne Leotard,who spent 5 years in İs-
tanbul (1737-1742), where he painted
the pastel Seated on a Sofa ( Pic. 3).
There, Leotard posed his friend Mr
Levett, an English merchant, on a
divan after

the Turkish fashion, in the company of Mademoiselle
Helene Glavany (daughteı* of the former French consul
in the Crimea), wearing traditional Tatar costume and
playing a tambur20. Another smaller lute ( possibly a saf)
lies next to the lady, reinforcing her association to the
particular type of instruments. In the same fashion,
Mme Colin, in her Groupes de Costumes de dijferens payspe-
ints et lithographies ( early 19th century), sketched a young
woman from Chios island playing a tambur to amuse a
man ( Pic. 4)21. The man, dressed in ornamented clodıes
(a sign of social status), touches the instrument’s keys
with his left hand, while watching the woman.

Second in order after the lute runs the flüte, parti-
cularly the transverse flüte, which Chrysnathos calls with its French name flüte tra-
verslere), and its Oriental counterpart, the ney, which he calls with its ancient name
( plagiaulos).This type of flüte offers a tangible perception of the intervals through
the holes that are immovable, thus maldng it impossible to be transported like the
lute. Chrysanthos himself is credited by his biographers to have been a dexterous
playeı* of the European flüte as well as the Ottoman ney (Papadopoulos 1890: 330).

The third instrument is the lyre, which is fretless, and thus more difficult to the
uninitiated musician, who should locate the right interval in situ. Chrysanthos dis-
tinguishes three types of the lyre, the three-stringed one, played by the folk musi-
cians, the four-stringed one, which he identifies with the European violin, and the
seven-stringed lyre,which was fancied by the noble Greeks of the time, and is called
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kemane (1832: 196). Ali three types of the lyre are described as ‘skilfuT in the per-
formance of music, for due to their luck of frets the musician should exercise his
technical skill to a high degree of virtuosity. The lyre is compared to human body,
for they both are considered to function in an almost miraculous way, the former
by plucking the invisible intervals, the latter by hiding the principle organs.

Contrary to the Teminine’ lute, both the flüte and the violin, included by
Chrysanthos in his üst of proper kıstruments, were considered as ‘masculine’ ins-
truments in the 18th century.The flute’s phallic association was the main reason for
its inclusion in the instrumentarium of the young gendemen of the time. At the
same time, flutes were specifically viewed as improper for women, precisely because
of the visual metaphor the instrument implied. Violin was almost exclusively asso-
ciated with men in the 1801 century, although any male presenting himself as a de-
voted, and merely recreative, violinist was suspect (Leppert 1993: 122). In Oriental
painting too, flutes and violins are usually played by men, as can be gathered from
engravings of the time in Greece as well as in Turkey.

1. See, for example,Marquis de Sade’s One Hundred andTmnty Days of Sodom (1989: 238).
2. For the status of church singers in Byzantium, see N. Moran, Singers in Late By^antine
and Slavonic Painting (1986: 25-26).
3. On the issue of homosexuality in Ottoman society, see Philip Mansel, Constantinople,
1995: 176-9.
4. For the social status of the Greek people during the Ottoman period, see S.
Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity (1968: 391-406).
5. Chrysanthos’ biography is included in G. Papadopoulos, Contrihutions to the History of
our Church Music,1890: 329-334.
6. Chrysanthos’ treatise has been translated into English by K. Romanou, as Great Theory
of Music, in her Thesis for the Master of Music, Indiana University, School of Music
(1973), and will be soon published.
7. The English translation of Quintdlianus’ treatise is taken from A. Barker, Greek
MusicalWritings II (1989). The original text has been published in A. Quintilianus,
De Musica,Winnington-Ingram (ed.), 1963.
8. An indispensable commentary is included in A. Qunitilianus, On Music in Three Books,
T.J. Mathiesen (ed.), 1983.
9. Athanasius’ main source is Diogenes Laertius’ Life of Philosophers (3rd century A.D.)
referring to the prİvate life of the people described. Diogenes’work had been fîrst
published in the 16* century ( Basil 1533) foUowing further reproductions in the 17*and
18* centuries.
10. Ibycus is mentioned by Athenaeus in his Deipnosophistae (175d).
11. Cleonides lived in the 3rd century B.C. and is the author of the Introduction to
Harmonics.The English translation of Cleonides’ passage ( 206.3-18) is taken from
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Barker op.cit.: 433. The original text is included in Antiqme Musicae Auctores Septem, M.

Meibomius ( ed.) 1652.
12. Didacdc works translate the Greek word symboulae used by Cleonides.
13. For the same issue, see K. Romanou, “A New Approach to the Work of
Chrysanthos of Madytos.. Studies in Eastern Chant, V: 89-100.
14. The three latter instruments are mendoned with their Greek or Turkish names,
namely pandoura ( lute),plagiavlos ( transverse flüte) and tubelek ( ketde drum),
respectively.
15. This terminology is used by Quintilianus too (Book 1, chapter 12).
16. Quintüianus in fact refers to sambyke, which has been taken to be an instrument of
the lute family. See J. G. Landels, “Shipshape and sambuca-fashion”, Journal of Hellenic
Studies, 86 (1966: 69-77).
17. From his Enceiridion (chapter 4).The original text is included mAntiquaeMusicaeAuc-
tores Septem, Marc Meibomius (ed.), Amsterdam 1652.
18. This figüre is reproduced in M. Maaş & J. Mclntosh Snyder, Stringed instruments of
Ancient Greece (1989: 185).
19. This painting is reproduced in R. Leppert, Music and îmage (1993: 100).
20.This painting, now held in theMuseum of Louvre, Paris, is reproduced in G.-G. Le-

maires, The Orientin WestemArt (2001: 69).
21.This sketch, as well as the following one, is reproduced in Al. Goulaki-Voutyra, Music,
Dance, andîmage (1990: 57).
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